Reform to Policy

Create and amend government policy in response to trends, events, outcomes, experiences and political agendas.

Public Sector Budget Planning | Data Driven Policy Design | Policy Portfolio Management

Data Driven Policy Design

Maximize business performance through insights and management of organizational profitability and costs.

Public Sector Budget Planning

Manage financial performance, control costs, and execute strategy.

Rebuild trust through evidence-based public policies based on data.

Managing the inventory of established and planned government programs.

Custom Machine Learning Models

Deploy and run your own machine learning models or customize existing models with your own data.

Enterprise Data Warehouse

Build your data warehouse quickly with an integrated data warehouse application.

Collaborative Enterprise Planning

Accelerate media planning and budgeting cycles and increase forecast accuracy.

Portfolio Management

Align portfolios with strategy while analyzing risk and performance in real time.
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Interested?
Reach out with comments, questions, or feedback.

SAP Profitability and Performance Management

Learn more

Optimise business performance and improve the bottom line with the SAP Profitability and Performance Management application.

Empower finance and business teams with actionable insights from sophisticated models such as profitability and cost allocations, driver-based planning, shared services costing, cash flow modelling, and funds and liquidity transfer pricing.

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Suite

Learn more

Share insights and make better decisions with the SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (BI) suite. By providing a flexible architecture, our analytics platform can support your growth – from a few users to tens of thousands of users, and from a single tool to multiple tools and interfaces.

SAP Analytics Cloud

Learn more

Discover previously unseen insights with machine learning, simplify access to critical information with natural language processing, and model complex scenarios with powerful predictive capabilities.

SAP Data Intelligence

Enable data-driven innovation and intelligent processes with cloud-based data orchestration and machine learning services.

SAP S/4HANA

Enable this intelligent ERP solution to capture every opportunity in today's digital world and remove common obstacles associated with legacy ERP applications, such as batch latency, complex landscapes, and manually-driven processes.

City of Belgrade

Learn how the City of Belgrade automated many manual processes and cut the time required to perform financial consolidations by 40 percent with SAP BusinessObjects solutions.

Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)

Learn how CDOT automated its annual budget process, replacing manual spreadsheets and folding in revenue forecasts and resource allocation plans.

Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Estonia

Learn how the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Estonia built a centralized budget tool to align strategy and execution and help 200 public entities standardize processes.

Read the business transformation study ›